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Abstract
Traditional table-to-text natural language gen-
eration (NLG) tasks focus on generating text
from schemas that are already seen in the train-
ing set. This limitation curbs their generaliz-
abilities towards real-world scenarios, where
the schemas of input tables are potentially infi-
nite. In this paper, we propose the new task
of table-to-text NLG with unseen schemas,
which specifically aims to test the generaliza-
tion of NLG for input tables with attribute
types that never appear during training. To do
this, we construct a new benchmark dataset for
this task. To deal with the problem of unseen
attribute types, we propose a new model that
first aligns unseen table schemas to seen ones,
and then generates text with updated table rep-
resentations. Experimental evaluation on the
new benchmark demonstrates that our model
outperforms baseline methods by a large mar-
gin. In addition, comparison with standard
data-to-text settings shows the challenges and
uniqueness of our proposed task.
1 Introduction
Over the past few years, table-to-text natural lan-
guage generation has received increasingly more
attention. Typically, table-to-text generation model
takes in a table as input and aims to generate a
description of its content in natural language as in
the example given in figure 1. A table consists of
several attribute-value pairs. In this work, we refer
to the combination of various attributes that appear
in one table as schema. The task of table-to-text
generation requires the ability to first understand
the information conveyed by the table and then
generate fluent natural language to describe the
information. Great potential lies in utilizing table-
to-text techniques in real-world applications such
as question answering, automatic news writing, and
task-oriented dialog system.
Input:
Attribute Value
Player Bill Terry
Team New York Giants
Hits 254
Season 1930
Bill Terry from New York Giants attained 
254 hits in 1930 baseball season.
Output:
Figure 1: An example of table-to-text generation from
Wikipedia. Given a table as the input, we aim to gen-
erate a description of the contents of the table. In this
work, we tackle a critical challenge in table-to-text gen-
eration unseen attribute types (highlighted in bold) ap-
pear in the testing scenarios.
A wide range of table-to-text tasks and datasets
have been proposed over the past few years such
as WEATHERGOV (Belz, 2008), WIKIBIO (Lebret
et al., 2016), and the E2E challenge (Novikova
et al., 2017). However, these existing tasks are de-
signed for specific domains with limited attribute
types and simple schema patterns. For instance,
the E2E dataset (Novikova et al., 2017) constructed
for restaurant domain has only 8 predefined at-
tribute types and the WEATHERGOV (Belz, 2008)
designed for automatic weather report generation
has only 10. A notable exception is the WIK-
IBIO dataset (Lebret et al., 2016) that has approx-
imately 7K attribute types. However, most of its
instances follow the template of biography, which
puts more emphasis on monotonous information
such as names, birth dates, and occupations. Al-
though currently prevalent data-driven end-to-end
models (Bao et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Gardent
et al., 2017) yield promising results on these tasks,
they implicitly bias towards fixed schema-utterance
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pairs. Such bias limits their generalizabilities to-
wards real-world scenarios where various unseen
attribute types may appear in the input tables.
Therefore, we introduce the new task of table-to-
text generation for unseen schemas, where we fo-
cus on generating descriptions for input table with
schemas that never appear during training. Since
previous close-domain table-to-text tasks has lit-
tle room for generalization, we choose to conduct
our experiments on the open-domain dataset WIK-
ITABLETEXT (Bao et al., 2018) collected from the
entire Wikipedia without being restricted to any
specific domains. The abundance and diversity of
its attribute types and schemas make it possible for
us to control the proportion of unseen attributes
during the testing phase through subsampling the
training set and construct a proper benchmark for
our task.
In parallel, conventional methods (Konstas and
Lapata, 2013; Moryossef et al., 2019; Ma et al.,
2019) deal with table-to-text task in a two-stage
(namely content planning and surface realization)
manner. By such means, table understanding and
text generation are separated, and the result of text
generation is explicitly conditioned on the result
of content planning. This quality paves the way to
tackling with unseen input table schemas by con-
trolling over their representations while avoiding
undermining the reliability of the text generation
part.
In light of the points raised above, we propose a
novel table-to-text model, AlignNet, which explic-
itly learns an alignment between unseen schemas
with seen ones. Our method is by nature a two-
stage model while maintaining the property to be
trained end-to-end. When the model receives an
unseen table schema as input, it first infers possi-
ble alignments with seen schemas in the train set.
Then, representations of unseen attribute types are
replaced with best aligned seen ones. In a nutshell,
our work has the following contributions:
• We propose the new task of table-to-text nat-
ural language generation for unseen schemas.
Compared with traditional table-to-text tasks,
the new task is closer to real-world scenarios.
• In order to deal with the new problem, we
propose a novel end-to-end neural model that
explicitly learns to align unseen schemas to
seen ones.
• We construct a benchmark dataset for this new
task and demonstrate the effectiveness and
capability of our method to deal with unseen
table schemas.
2 Related Work
2.1 Data-to-Text Generation
Data-to-text generation is a vibrant subdomain
of natural language generation, alongside a wide
range of fields such as machine translation (Kalch-
brenner and Blunsom, 2013; Bahdanau et al., 2014),
document summarization (Rush et al., 2015; Gu
et al., 2016; See et al., 2017), and dialog system
(Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2016). The speciality of table-to-text generation is,
by definition, non-linguistic input (Reiter and Dale,
1997; Konstas and Lapata, 2013). Traditionally,
data-to-text generation systems are implemented
in a two-stage manner. The first core step deter-
mines what to say (content planning) and the sec-
ond step determines how to say (surface realiza-
tion). Earlier surface realization models focus on
generating natural language from rules and hand-
crafted templates (Reiter et al., 2005; Dale et al.,
2003), meaning representation language (MRL)
(Wong and Mooney, 2007), probabilistic context-
free grammar (PCFG) (Cahill and van Genabith,
2006), etc. Later, end-to-end unified models (An-
geli et al., 2010; Konstas and Lapata, 2013) that
combine the two steps by joint optimization be-
came prevalent.
The trend of merging content planning and sur-
face realization became even stronger since the
introduction of sequence-to-sequence framework
(Sutskever et al., 2014). A number of improve-
ments upon sequence-to-sequence framework such
as copy mechanism (Bao et al., 2018), attention
mechanism (Liu et al., 2018), symbolic reasoning
(Nie et al., 2018) have been explored. In the mean-
time, attempts (Puduppully et al., 2018) that aim to
decompose sequence-to-sequence framework into
content planning and surface realization without
sacrificing the end-to-end trainable property have
yielded promising results. Nevertheless, most pre-
vious studies are conducted in closed-world set-
tings that focus on limited input attribute types and
schemas and pay little attention to generalizability.
2.2 Domain Adaptation and Zero-Shot
Learning
Domain adaptation typically involves adapting
models trained on rich-resource domains to low-
resource domains. Recent years have seen growing
efforts on domain adaptation for NLG tasks, such
as machine translation (Hu et al., 2019), dialog
systems (Qian and Yu, 2019). In terms of data-to-
text generation, Angeli et al. (2010) first propose a
unified domain-independent framework that does
not require domain-specific feature engineering.
Wen et al. (2016) manually create ontologies for
different domains and leverage data augmentation
technique to adapt a data-to-text generation system
to multiple domains.
Meanwhile, zero-shot learning can be regarded
as a special case of transfer learning, where no label
information of the target domain can be obtained
during learning. In prior work, zero-shot learning
has been studied for question generation (Elsahar
et al., 2018), image captioning (Wang et al., 2018),
dialog generation (Zhao and Eskenazi, 2018), etc.
Our proposed task bears some similarities to do-
main adaption and zero-shot learning in the way
that the evaluation is conducted on test sets which
contain unseen attribute types and the distribution
of data during the testing phase is different from
that during the training phase.
On the other hand, the proposed task is different
from standard domain adaptation since we do not
explicitly define domains such as restaurant, sports,
biography in our task. Our main focus is to evalu-
ate the generalizability towards any given schema
rather than another specific domain. Thus, it is not
necessary to obtain the domain-specific knowledge
from external resources that is required in most
zero-shot learning and domain adaptation methods
(Wen et al., 2016; Zhao and Eskenazi, 2018).
3 Task Definition
In this section, we first describe the formalization
of general table-to-text tasks and then introduce
the new task of table-to-text generation for unseen
schemas.
3.1 Formalization of Table-to-Text
Provided with a table T as the input, the table-
to-text generation task aims to generate a natural
language sequence y = {y1, y2, · · · , ym} that de-
scribes the content of T as output. In this work, a
table T is defined as a list of n attribute-value pairs
{ai : ci}ni=1.
3.2 Table-to-Text Generation for Unseen
Schemas
Traditional table-to-text generation tasks and
datasets put little emphasis on evaluating the per-
formance on unseen schemas. In real-world ap-
plications, however, the types of attributes are not
limited to those that appear during training. Thus,
these traditional table-to-text tasks has limited gen-
eralizability towards real-world scenarios.
In view of the weakness mentioned above, we
propose the new task of table-to-text generation
from unseen schemas. Unlike traditional settings,
the new task imitates open-world scenarios. It ex-
plicitly aims to generate texts from schemas with a
large proportion of attribute types that never appear
in the training set.
4 Our Framework
4.1 Table-to-Sequence Framework
Our model is based on the state-of-the-art table-
to-sequence framework proposed in (Bao et al.,
2018). Their method is by nature an encoder-
decoder model which first encodes an input table
into a vector representation and then decodes it into
a natural language sequence. In the course of de-
coding, attention mechanism and copy mechanism
are leveraged in order to generate accurate .
4.1.1 Table Encoder Module
First, the model embeds attribute types and cell
contents into vector representations. Specifically,
each attribute ai is represented as a vector eai and
its corresponding content cell ci is represented
as a vector eci . Afterwards, we compute the fi-
nal representation of an attribute-value pair using
vi = FFNe([e
a
i ; e
c
i ]), where [ ; ] is the concatena-
tion operator and FFNe is a single-layer feedfor-
ward neural network.
Then, a vector h0 representing the whole table
is computed by a sequence-to-vector encoder h0 =
fenc(〈v1,v2, · · · ,vn〉) and utilized to initialize the
decoder state.
4.1.2 Decoder Module
The model decoder utilizes copy mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016) that is capable of copying tokens from
both table attributes and cell contents. At decod-
ing step t, an LSTM-based decoder takes in the
predicted token representation output yt−1 of step
t − 1, the hidden state ht−1 of step t − 1, and an
season
player
hits
team
Input table
Attribute Value
Bill Terry
1930
254
NY Giants
year
scorer
goals
team
date
location
nationality
winner...
Support set schemas
(Train instances)
v1
v2
v3
v4
h1 h2 h3 h4
<s> Bill Terry from
Bill Terry from NY
...
DecoderEncoderSchema Aligner
Figure 2: The overall architecture of our model. Attention and copy mechanism are omitted for simplicity. Unseen
attribute types (player, season, hits) of the input table are in dotted red boxes. The schema aligner first computes
alignment scores for each support set schema and select the schema with the highest alignment score (the one in
dotted red box) to replace the paired attribute representations. The encoder then takes in the updated representations
as input. During training, we sample the support set from the training set excluding the current training instance.
During testing, the support set is sampled from the whole training set.
attentive vector mt as inputs. The recurrence of
decoding procedure is given by
ht = fdec(yt−1,ht−1,mt) (1)
mt =
n∑
i=1
αtivi; αti =
exp(η(mt−1,vi))∑n
j=1 exp(η(mt−1,vj))
(2)
where vi is the representation of the i-th table
cell and η(·, ·) is a bilinear attention function. De-
coder output ht of step t is then fed into a word
prediction layer to determine a generation score for
each word in the vocabulary.
With regard to copy mechanism, a copy score gai
for attribute and a copy score gci for cell content is
computed for each attribute-value pair of the input
table T by
gai = FFNga([yt−1;ht;mt;vi; e
a
i ]);
gci = FFNgc([yt−1;ht;mt;vi; e
c
i ]).
(3)
The generation scores and copy scores are then
concatenated and fed into a softmax function to
calculate the final probability distribution over the
vocabulary set extended with input table contents.
4.2 Table Alignment and Attribute
Representation Replacement
To address the challenge presented by unseen
schemas during the test phase, we begin with the
intuition that different tables may share some com-
mon fields of contents even though they have dif-
ferent schemas. For instance, tables that describe
sport game events often use “season” while tables
that describe general historical events usually use
“year” to represent the attribute of time. Another ex-
ample is that tables may use various types of words
such as “player”, “winner”, “actor” in terms of the
attribute of person. Therefore, it is reasonable to
seek for possible paraphrases within the training
set when the table-to-text model encounters unseen
attribute types during testing.
In this section, we propose an end-to-end model
that explicitly learns to align unseen table schemas
with seen ones. An overview of the architecture is
shown in figure 2. As illustrated, the main differ-
ence between our model and the traditional end-to-
end table-to-sequence model lies on the encoder
side.
First, for each input table, the model randomly
samples a support set S = {TS1 , TS2 , · · · , TSk }
from the train set and encodes attribute representa-
1The overall complexity of the Hungarian Algorithm is
O(n3) where n is the number of attribute types in a table.
Since n is relatively small (< 10) in our work, the computa-
tional cost of algorithm 1 is affordable.
tions viSj for each table T
S
i in S. Then, the model
computes an alignment score r for each table us-
ing algorithm 1. The core step of algorithm 1 is
the application of the Hungarian Algorithm (Kuhn,
1955) designed for bipartite graph matching. It is
based on the property that if a number is added or
subtracted from all of the elements of one row or
one column, the optimal alignment of the resulting
matrix is still an optimal alignment of the original
matrix. By reducing some matrix elements to zeros
and keeping other elements negative, the algorithm
searches for an optimal alignment within the posi-
tions of zeros. The searching process is performed
by iterating over rows and columns. Note that the
cosine similarity between two vectors can be neg-
ative and the last step allows mismatch when no
satisfactory alignments could be found for an input
attribute.
After we find the highest alignment score r and
its associated best alignment {(i, ji)}ni=1, attribute
representation eai of the input table is then replaced
by attribute representation eS,aji from the support
set schema. The later steps then follow the tradi-
tional table-to-sequence framework discussed in
the previous section.
4.3 Learning
Our model is trained in an end-to-end fashion to
maximize the log-likelihood of the gold output text
sequence. The negative log-likelihood loss for a
single training instance (T,y) ∈ D is defined as:
LNLL = − log p(y|T,θ) (4)
Algorithm 1: Schema Alignment
Input: Table TS from support set with
attribute representations {vSj }mj=1 ;
input table T with attribute
representations {vi}ni=1
Output: Alignment score r ; Alignment
{(i, ji)}ni=1.
1 Calculate similarity matrix
S = {sij = viv
S
j
|vi||vSj |
}n×m;
2 Use the Hungarian Algorithm1 to find an
optimal alignment {(i, ji)}ni=1 that
maximizes the sum of similarity scores;
3 Discard alignment pairs {(i, ji)} where
siji < 0; Compute alignment score using
r =
∑n
i=1 siji .
where θ denotes the model parameters.
Meanwhile, in order to provide guidance for
better schema alignment, an additional loss term
that take an alignment score r into consideration is
adopted. The final loss is denoted as
L =
∑
D
(LNLL + λrLNLL) . (5)
where λ is a positive scalar hyperparameter.
The rationale of the modified loss term is to min-
imize the gradient when an input table is aligned to
an unsatisfactory schema with relatively low align-
ment score. On the other hand, when LNLL is rela-
tively high (which means the aligned schema can-
not help to generate the expected output sequence),
the loss term encourages the model to yield a lower
alignment score.
5 Experiments
In this section, we first describe a benchmark
dataset that we construct for the new task of table-
to-text generation for unseen schemas. Then, we
show the experimental results of our model and
several other baselines on the benchmark dataset.
Some qualitative analysis will be provided at last.
5.1 Dataset
Our benchmark dataset is constructed based on
the WIKITABLETEXT dataset (Bao et al., 2018).
WIKITABLETEXT is an open-domain table-to-text
dataset collected from the whole Wikipedia, which
means the table schemas are not restricted to any
specific domains. Table 3 shows some important
statistics of this dataset. Compared with previous
close-domain datasets such as ROBOCUP (Chen and
Mooney, 2008), ROTOWIRE (Wiseman et al., 2017)
and WIKIBIO (Lebret et al., 2016), WIKITABLE-
TEXT has the most diverse attribute types that are
suitable to test the generalizability of table-to-text
models.
Using the original train/development/test split
setup of WIKITABLETEXT, about 98% of the at-
tribute types of development set and test set are
seen during training. Thus, we keep the original
development and test set and subsample the train
set in order to limit the number of seen attribute
types. To be more specific, we sample train set of
size 50, 100, 200, and 500 while keeping the pro-
portion of unseen attribute types in development
and test set to be over 80%. To rule out the impact
of randomness with regard to the choice of training
Model
50 100 200 500
Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev
Base 14.1 14.5 14.8 14.3 16.0 16.1 17.7 18.3
Base+targ-copy 13.2 13.3 15.7 15.5 15.7 15.5 18.6 17.9
Base+MAML 9.9 9.8 11.7 12.0 16.6 16.3 18.4 18.7
AlignNet 18.8 19.3 18.7 18.8 18.7 18.5 21.0 20.6
Table 1: Comparison of results on the benchmark dataset. We report BLEU-4 scores on training set sizes of 50,
100, 200, 500 with unseen attribute proportion above 80%. The results are averaged over 10 randomly sampled
train sets for each size.
Model
50 100 200 500
Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev
Base 18.9 19.0 23.2 23.3 22.3 23.8 23.7 25.5
Base+targ-copy 12.9 13.0 12.5 12.0 16.0 16.2 22.0 21.7
Base+MAML 10.7 10.8 16.6 17.1 21.7 22.5 26.7 25.5
AlignNet 23.4 22.1 24.8 25.0 26.3 25.4 26.5 25.6
Table 2: Comparison of results on the datasets with traditional settings that directly samples from the train set. In
the same vein as table 1, we report the average scores over 10 randomly sampled for each training set size.
Type Value
#Instances 13.3K
#Tokens 185.0K
#Attribute Types 3.0K
Average Length 13.9
#Attribute per Table 4.1
Table 3: Statistics of the WIKITABLETEXT dataset.
instances, we randomly sampled 10 sets for each
size.
5.2 Implementation Details
To deal with the problem of out-of-vocabulary
words, we use 50-dimensional pretrained GloVe2
word vector (Pennington et al., 2014) as pretrained
token embeddings. During training, we freeze the
embeddings of words to maintain the semantics
and allow other neural network parameters to be
trainable. The hidden state size of FFNe is set as
100. For the sequence-to-vector encoder, we use
a bi-directional LSTM with a hidden state size of
100. We set the decoder hidden state size to be 200
and output token embedding size to be 25. The
support set size is set to 25 for train set size 50
and 50 for train set size 100, 200, and 500. As
for the vocabulary, we aim to generate words that
appear more than 10 times in the training set. We
use AdaDelta optimizer to adaptively change the
2We use the GloVe vector pretrained with 6B corpus
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
learning rate from 1.0. The hyperparameter in the
loss term λ is set to 0.01.
During decoding, we feed a special token 〈s〉
into the decoder in the beginning. We stop the
generation process when a special ending token
〈e〉 is output or the length of the sequence exceeds
20. We apply beam search (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2014) of size 5 for all the models.
In terms of the evaluation metric, we use BLEU-4
(Papineni et al., 2002) which is a widely adopted
metric in natural language generation tasks.
5.3 Baselines
5.3.1 Base
We first implemented the state-of-the-art model
from (Bao et al., 2018) and denote it as Base. The
architecture of Base is the same with as the one
shown in figure 2 without schema aligner module.
5.3.2 Base+targ-copy
Inspired by the work of Hashimoto et al., we im-
plement a model that retrieves the most similar
instance from train set and generates a textual se-
quence y conditioning on the input table T and
retrieved instance (T ?,y?). The model is imple-
mented with extended copy mechanism that could
copy from y?.
5.3.3 Base+MAML
Inspired by the success of applying meta-learning
method to text-to-SQL task (Huang et al., 2018),
we implemented a MAML-based (Finn et al., 2017)
framework for table-to-text NLG with pseudo-
tasking (Huang et al., 2018). We use bag-of-
embedding of attributes to calculate similarity
scores between tables and construct a pseudo-task
that consists of top-5 similar instances for each in-
put instance. The pseudo-tasks then serve as the
support sets of MAML.
5.4 Experimental Results
We conduct experiments on the benchmark dataset
introduced previously. Models are trained on train
sets of different sizes and evaluated on the original
development and test set. Following previous work,
we use BLEU-4 as an automatic evaluation met-
ric. Evaluation results averaged over 10 randomly
sampled sets are reported in table 1.
In order to get a better understanding of the chal-
lenges presented by the proposed task, we further-
more compare it with a conventional setup which
puts no limits on unseen attribute proportion. Train-
ing dataset sizes are set to 50, 100, 200, 500 without
controlling the number of unseen attribute types.
All the results listed in table 2 are averaged over 10
randomly sampled training datasets of each size.
First of all, it can be seen from the results that
our AlignNet model gives better or comparable
performance other baseline models on most of the
datasets not only under the unseen schema settings
but also the traditional settings. Second, the com-
parison between the results of table 1 and table 2
shows that the prevalence of unseen schemas dur-
ing testing brings more challenges than traditional
table-to-text settings to the models. Moreover, it
can be seen from the results that AlignNet out-
performs other baselines by a large margin when
the train set size is 50, 100, 200 and 500 (33.3%,
26.3%, 16.8%, 18.6%) relative improvement under
unseen settings, 23.8%, 6.8%, 17.9%, 11.8% under
traditional settings).
5.5 Ablation Study
5.5.1 Performance on Different Unseen
Attribute Proportions
To examine how the amount of unseen attributes
in a table affects the performance of our model,
we report the performance by various unseen pro-
portions. As demonstrated in figure 3, the Align-
Net model shows the most noticeable improve-
ments compared with the Base model for input
table schemas with 40%-70% unseen attributes.
Attribute Value
?Year 1985
?Winner Peter Glover
?Car Cheetah mk 8 Volkswagen
Team Peter Macrow
Gold reference: Peter Glover was from team
Peter Macrow.
Generated texts
Base: Peter Glover was <unk ><unk >
Peter Macrow.
AlignNet: Peter Glover was from team
Peter Macrow.
Attribute Value
?Name Ivan Cleary
?Seasons 1996-1999
?Points 722
Gold reference: Ivan Cleary got 722 points
during 1996-1999 season.
Generated texts
Base: 722 <unk> 722 in 1996-1999.
AlignNet: In 1996-1999 season, Ivan Cleary
got 722 points.
Table 4: Comparison of generated samples between our
AlignNet and the Base model. ‘?’ denotes unseen at-
tribute types during training.
At the same time, limited improvement is shown
for instances with less than 40% unseen attributes,
which indicates that the AlignNet works best for ta-
bles with a moderate proportion of unseen attribute
types.
5.5.2 Learning Curve
Figure 4 shows the learning curves of the Align-
Net and the Base model on the development set.
We plot the averaged BLEU-4 scores over 10 sam-
pled datasets of each size for the first 50 training
epochs. As illustrated in figure 4, AlignNet con-
verges faster than the Base model. We hypothesize
that the AlignNet better leverages the information
of the training set by explicitly learning an align-
ment between schemas and directly copy the rep-
resentations of attributes. Thus, AlignNet requires
much smaller efforts to learn a generalizable repre-
sentation for unseen schemas.
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0.25
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<=0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 >0.8
Align_50 Base_50
0
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Figure 3: Development set BLEU-4 scores by varying different unseen attribute proportions. We calculate the
average score of instances with certain unseen attribute portions. The X axis is unseen attribute proportion and the
Y axis is the BLEU-4 score. For example, on the X axis, 0.5 refers to the average score of all development set
instances with 50%-60% unseen attributes.
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Figure 4: Learning curves (BLEU-4) of the first 50 epochs of the Base model and AlignNet.
Test Attribute Train Attribute
?Year Season
?Winner Rider
?Car -
Team Team
?Name Player
?Seasons Season
?Points Goals
Table 5: Aligned train set schemas found by AlignNet
for the two examples in 4. ‘?’ denotes unseen attribute
types during training.
5.6 Qualitative Analysis
5.6.1 Generation Example
Table 4 shows two generated examples of the Align-
Net and the Base model trained with a dataset of
size 200. Due to the presence of unseen attributes,
the Base model fails to generate correct textual
descriptions for the input tables and tends to gener-
ate out-of-vocabulary tokens (<unk>). While the
AlignNet correctly selects the contents that needs
need to be said and verbalizes them in a sensible
way.
5.6.2 Schema Alignment Example
Additionally, we show the schema alignments
yielded for the generated examples by the Align-
Net model in table 5. For the first input, the model
successfully finds a schema consists of attribute
“season” and “rider” and matches them with unseen
attributes “year” and “winner”. Since we allow
mismatch during aligning, attribute “car” has no
corresponding attribute and its representation is,
therefore, left unchanged. For the second input, all
the unseen attributes are aligned to seen ones that
represent similar content fields.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose the novel task of table-
to-text generation for unseen schemas which espe-
cially focuses on testing the ability to generalize.
In order to solve the problem of unseen schemas,
we propose the AlignNet which explicitly aligns
unseen schemas to seen ones in the train set to get
a better representation of the table. To evaluate
the performance of different methods on this new
task, we construct a benchmark dataset and conduct
extensive experiments.
In future work, we intend to explore more struc-
tural information such as latent categorical vari-
ables and co-occurrence of attribute types that lies
in the table, which is a promising direction towards
more generalizable table-to-text systems.
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